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Why is there something instead of nothing?



“Nothigness” (classic vacuum) does not exist

Why are we fascinated by alternative stories?



http://darwin-online.org.uk/

Why is there something instead of nothing?

What defines life? How life originated?

Cell origins / Can we build artificial cells from scratch?

How complex cells emerged?

How did multicellularity arise? 

Can we break evolutionary barriers related to aging and death?

What defines consciousness and/or intelligence?

Can we build a conscious machine?

How does complexity emerge in evolution?

http://darwin-online.org.uk


Santa Fe Institute



On the edge: Santa Fe Institute
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The possible and the actual



Cantos de sirena



The possible and the actual



Imaginary plants: do plants (in our biosphere) have cognition?



Evolution and accident: Wonderful Life



Evolution and accident: Wonderful Life

Re-play the tape of evolution?



Evolution and accident: technological frozen accidents



“An approach to the synthesis of life” 
Thomas S. Ray 

Artificial Life II, 1991

Artificial life: replaying the tape of evolution



Is everything possible?



Universal designs are repeatedly discovered



Universal designs are repeatedly discovered



Universal designs are repeatedly discovered



The logic of monsters: universals, physics in complexity

upper beak structures36. Other epithelia in the head, such as the 
pharyngeal endoderm, also influence the size, shape and position of
some components of the facial skeleton37 (Box 1).

Craniofacial defects provide a window into morphogenesis
Higher vertebrates have evolved specialized neural mechanisms for the
recognition of faces38, providing us with an amazing ability to
discriminate among hundreds of people. This same exquisite tuning
permits us to detect even subtle discrepancies in facial form. Cranio-
facial malformations compromise not only function (for example,
speech and mastication) but also exact a demoralizing toll on the 
mental well being of the affected individual. Recent advances in human
genetics and experimental embryology indicate that we are converging
on an understanding of how particular gene perturbations produce
cranial skeletal malformations. The zebrafish has become a crucial
model system for exploring these questions (reviewed in ref. 39).

Lineage studies have defined the origins of the zebrafish cranial
skeleton at the single-cell level40, and molecular analyses indicate that
the same nested expression patterns of homeobox genes that regulate

skeletal patterning in birds41 and mammals42,43 also participate in
zebrafish head morphogenesis44. As might be suspected from such
conserved patterns of homeobox gene expression, mutations in mice
and knockdowns in fish produce remarkably similar phenotypes.
Disruptions in a Hox binding partner, lazarus/Pbx445,46, and a Hox
gene regulator, valentino/Kreisler47, produce malformations in the
pharyngeal cartilages. A knockdown in zebrafish Hox2 function pro-
duces defects in second pharyngeal arch cartilage, where ventral
skeletal elements were replaced by duplicated first arch structures48,
analogous to the murine HoxA2–/– phenotype32,33.

Precisely how these disruptions influence cellular interactions
and produce skeletal defects is not clear, but analyses of
sucker/Endothelin-1 (suc/Et-1) gene function have provided some
exciting clues49. The zebrafish gene suc, and the amniote gene Et-1,
encode a secreted peptide50,51. In the pharyngeal arches Et-1 is
expressed in a core of mesoderm surrounded by a sheet of Et-1-
negative neural crest mesenchyme, which in turn is wrapped in 
Et-1-positive epithelia49. Loss of suc/Et-1 disrupts gene expression in
the ventral but not the dorsal portion of the pharyngeal arches, which
suggests that there is a morphogenetic subdivision of the pharyngeal
arch skeleton52. Mosaic analyses also indicate that a suc/Et-1 signal
from mesoderm and/or epithelia may be required for a subgroup of
neural crest cells to adopt a skeletogenic fate52. Thus, interactions
between epithelia, mesoderm and neural crest-derived cells are
required for the initial steps of skeletogenesis.

insight review articles
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Figure 3Contributions of epithelia to craniofacial patterning. a, A molecular boundary
in frontonasal ectoderm, defined by Fgf8and Shh expression, presages the initial site
of outgrowth (arrowhead) and defines dorsoventral polarity of the upper beak36. 
b, Changing the dorsoventral orientation of the frontonasal ectodermal zone (FEZ)
alters dorsoventral orientation of the upper beak. A 180! rotation results in three sites
where dorsal and ventral ectodermal domains are juxtaposed (arrowheads). c, As a
result, distal beak structures are duplicated. The first (dorsal-most) beak has a 
dorsal-ventral (DV) pattern, whereas the second beak has a ventral-dorsal-ventral
(VDV) pattern, indicating the ability of epithelium to re-pattern skeletal elements
derived from the neural crest.

We take for granted that faces have two eyes, a nose and a mouth.
What happens when nature produces an animal with three or four
eyes, two noses and two mouths? These duplications, and those at
the opposite end of the spectrum such as cyclopia, stretch our
imagination and provoke us to understand the molecular and cellular
events that had to have occurred to produce such phenomenal
phenotypes. In the figure below, ‘Image’ the cat (panel a) and ‘Ditto’
the pig (b) are examples not of twinning, but of actual craniofacial
duplications. Other duplications can be limited to individual facial
structures, such as that seen on the nose of the calf (c; from 
D. Noden). Facial duplications are documented throughout
mythology. The ancient mask in panel d represents a god who
possesses the ability to speak truthfully and deceitfully, as well as
see the future, present and past (from Z. Werb).

Box 1
Facial duplications

a c

b d
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Can brains and minds be different?



Neurons and neural circuits



Physical laws constrain potential complexity

Convergent optimal circuits?



Trade-offs are crucial

The optimal brain: good designs



Is brain wiring already optimised?



How to exploit your brain powers?



Is human imagination limitless?

Problem: imagination does not leave (much) fossils

Language allows infinity to materialize



Talking apes 
Remaining relatives 
Mind readers 
Smarter apes 
Time travelers 
Right and wrong 
Extended childhood

Are we unique? Yes, we are



Lenguaje, redes y evolución.  
Ricard V. Solé, Bernat Corominas-Murtra and Jordi Fortuny.  

Investigación y ciencia 440 (Mayo 2013), 58-67 

Universals in language?



Alternative minds: synthetic brain evolution?



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning

Is human creativity outside these limits?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning


 

Can machines create music? How?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning


Can an Artificial Intelligence Create Art?

Is human creativity outside these limits?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning


Reading musing from 
paintings: a possible path?

Is art unique? Are there alternatives?



How to get inside our minds?



Can art help going deep inside?

Refik Anadol

https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/04/melting-memories/



Liquid versus solid “brains”



Liquid versus solid “brains”
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Plant intelligence?
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“The brain of an ant is one of the most  
marvelous atoms of matter in the world,  

perhaps more so than the brain of a man”. 

Charles Darwin  


